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Message from the CEO
The inflated

sector will pick up in the coming years, in the

activity levels has

meantime we need to utilize our specific sector

commenced and

skills and client relationships to fend off the

will remain to the

increased attention.

end of the financial
year, as many of
our client’s projects
and budgets need
to be aligned with
30 June. In broad
terms, we will
be delivering
⁄3 of our annual revenue in the final 1⁄4 of the
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financial year. In particular the Queensland,
NSW, Irrigation and Engineering (Vic) business
units are experiencing the brunt of the spike
in activity. At the same time the other business
units continue to operate at a sustained high
level of activity. Whilst these spikes generally
represent short term opportunity, they would
be gladly traded for a smoothed annual
workflow, enabling certainty for resource
planning, training and investment. Although
this is our world as a Service Provider, we
appreciate the ever increasing engagement
from our clients regarding visibility on
future programs/projects.
The broader construction sector is still
experiencing significant uncertainty as the
value of our natural resources suffer from the
unfavorable international supply and demand
factors. Whilst this uncertainty validates our
steadfast focus on the utilities sector, it has a
twofold effect on Comdain; Firstly, it potentially
adds new competitors to our already highly
competitive market, as resource based
organisations search for alternate revenue
streams. Secondly, the supply and pricing of
labour and materials are normalized against a
backdrop of international sustainability in the
resource sector. Yes the activity in the resource

As clearly illustrated through this edition of
the Comdain Connect, we released our updated
‘Safety Vision’ with the key tag lines of Take
the Lead and Everyone.Everyday. The release is

Call for Content
We are always looking for interesting
images / stories to include in
Comdain Connect, whether it is something
unusual you’ve done at work or home,
a lesson learnt, a new tool or methodology.
Even a photo of a colleague at a interesting
worksite location. Phone camera quality
is fine. Don’t be shy, send it through
to Phil Wilson.

covered on the following pages, but I will take

pwilson@comdain.com.au or

this opportunity to thank the 80 staff involved

03 8405 0039.

in landing the new vision, with the key message
that we are all leaders. Everyone, everyday
leadership is a fantastic platform to continue
to support our proactive safety ethos.
In closing I would like to recall a recent
observation; Driving to work recently on
a damp Saturday morning I travelled through
the hub of urban growth in the north of
Melbourne – Doreen/Mernda/Wollert/Epping.
The paddocks were a sea of excavators
undertaking civil works within the many
new land subdivisions over this 10km stretch.
The point of interest and pride during this trip
was, out of the 30+ excavators I passed on the
trip only two had the security shields removed
and were operating in the clearing showers
and they were both Comdain machines on
two separate construction sites. The Comdain
culture and unwavering approach to project
delivery is alive and well. An approach which
is typified by commitment and hard work,
focusing on getting the job done when others
find reasons not to. Although I reference an
incidental observation during a drive to work,
this commitment is obvious daily through all
facets of our business (field, supervision and
office), it sets us apart from others and for that,
I thank-you.
Cheers!
Peter Coen

Professional Development Program
In 2015, Comdain Infrastructure will begin to implement its new
Professional Development Program consisting of a series of
modularised training packages with a focus on three core areas;
Project Management Methodology (PMBOK), Leadership Skills
(re ‘soft skills’) and Computer Literacy & Technical Competency.
These core packages will run parallel with existing training courses.
The Program aims to produce a win/win outcome in that it will provide
individuals with new skills that enhance performance and broaden
competency whilst also elevating greater leadership potential across
all teams, creating a more efficient and productive workforce that’s
more integrated, flexible and mobile.

Members of the Multinet Gas delivery
team have commenced training for
Project Management Methodology
Paul Baker
as facilitated by Swinburne University.
Paul Baker (Multinet) and Russell Oettinger
(Asset Management VIC) are currently undertaking
a pilot program course on Leadership Skills with
Leadership Management Australia. Courses on
computer literacy and technical competency are
also currently being run. We’re targeting to enrol
33% of relevant staff over the next 12 months.

Russel Oettinger
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Safety Vision
As Comdain continues to grow and evolve,
so too does our continual approach to safety,
ensuring that it remains the number one
priority for us all.
In April last year, Comdain’s Executive
Team started a journey to articulate
Comdain’s vision for safety and align our
programs and efforts behind realising this
vision. A series of workshops involving all
the business units was actioned, to gain
input from approximately 80 personnel,
on what they thought the vision should
mean to us, and what will be needed to
support its realisation.
After 8 months of planning, and follow
up workshops detailing the thoughts of
those key personnel, the action plan was
implemented, culminating in Comdain’s
new Safety Vision and officially launched
in February simultaneously across the
whole business.

Engineering (Vic ) launch

“

 ur vision is for
O
everyone at Comdain
to be a leader in safety.

”

The core messages being:
 olding ourselves to account as well
H
as those around us (in a professional
and courteous way).
 ot waiting to be told and taking
N
the initiative.
 hoosing to work with the system.
C
If the system isn’t working, work on
it not around it.
T o find new, innovative and safer ways
of doing things vs accepting the way
its always been done.

Safety Vision
message pens


Challenging
convention – and just as
important - willing to be challenged
I t means – all of us – all of the time
– taking the lead

PLAN THINK ACT

By now you would have seen the Safety
Vision logo in a number of mediums
including, posters, screen savers on
computers, site signage and the safety
observation pocket books. The rollout of
the vision will continue over the coming
months with each of the three elements
taking centre stage. In March, the focus
was on ‘PLAN’ and the roll out included
the hand out of the Safety Vision – PLAN
pen. The pen symbolises the very meaning
of PLAN and that is to plan your activities
ensuring that they are carried out with
minimal risk to yourself and others.
Also coming soon, are Comdain ‘Life Rules’.
Life rules save lives. Looking after our people
is always our number one priority. The Life
Rules are about making the right choices that
can make a huge difference between working
safely and potentially sustaining an injury.
There is proven evidence of safer work sites
when Life (Safety) rules are in place, and for
the success of a safer culture. Life rules need
to be supported by a just & fair process,
in order for us to achieve safety excellence,
and realise our safety vision.

EVERYONE
EVERY DAY
Development Group Update
Its been a busy and exciting start to 2015 with lots happening
across the business. There has been a large number of projects
that have come to market from both existing and prospective
clients with Comdain being successful in a high percentage.

continue to be strong in treatment plant works following the award
of the North Pine Upgrade works ($5.7m) and the team down at
Clayton continue to deliver with the award of additional capital
works projects in Mentone and Highett.

The Engineering (Vic) group has been awarded a series of projects
along Donnybrook Road consisting of two stages of 300mm steel
gas main and a 300 - 450mm MSCL water main ($13m). The Qld team

Asset Management (Vic) are currently working through Yarra Valley
Water’s maintenance contract procurement process and have been
shortlisted to the final stage. Contract award is due next month.
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Projects in focus
Asset Management
(VIC)

Project:
Mt Cottrell City Gate

Start date:
Jan 2014

Internal fit out of a kiosk

Completion date:
March 2015

Client:
AusNet Services
Completed kiosk being lifted onto the delivery truck at the Epping facility

About the project:
The areas of Werribee and Wyndham are

Comdain’s scope of works included:

temperature weld procedures to ASME and

some of the fastest growing residential

Design Management

AS4041. The welding team performed over

areas in Australia. With this rapid growth in

Procurement

60 welds for this project with none requiring

population, AusNet Services are constantly

Offsite fabrication and kiosk assembly

any repair. Great work by the team!

having to expand and increase the capacity

Site civil and structural construction.

of their natural gas distribution network in

Site mechanical & electrical installation

The Mt Cottrell City Gate is one of six city

order to maintain a safe and reliable gas

Commissioning

gate kiosks currently being delivered by
the Systems Group for a number of clients

supply to their customers.

The pipework and internal fit out of the

including another three for AusNet Services

The Mt Cottrell City Gate (also known as

City Gate Kiosk was completed by the

(Avoca, Winchelsea & Bannockburn),

Pressure Reducing Station or PRS) provides

Systems Group at the Fabrication and

one for Multinet Gas (Leongatha) and one

an additional connection to the gas

Engineering Workshop in Epping.

for APA Group (Donnybrook). This program

transmission pipe (owned by APA Group)

One of the highlights delivering this project,

of City Gate construction projects will take

for the Werribee area in Victoria.

was the development of duel certified low

up to 2 years to complete.

Irrigation

About the project:

Project:
Sunraysia Modernisation Project
– Metering Package

Start date:
August 2014

Completion date:
December 2015

Client:
Lower Murray Water
Newly installed meter

In edition 14 (last August), we proudly told
you about Comdain being awarded the
Sunraysia Modernisation Project—Metering
Package in Mildura. Since then, the Project
Delivery Team, has excelled. Since mobilising,
Tim Reid and his dedicated project team have
completed just over 50% of the works and
are over 4 weeks ahead of schedule.

project systems. Ongoing challenges include
the constant monitoring of procurement
requirements due to the accelerated
program being achieved.

The full scope of works includes:
4,385 Site Inspections
Replacement of 927 existing
Irrigation Meters
Replacement of 183 Dethridge
Wheels (SMO)
The upgrade of 2,280 household
Domestic & Stock Meters
Retrofit 850 existing magnetic meters
with Telemetry to function remotely.

In October, Comdain was also awarded the
next program of works under the Sunraysia
Modernisation Project, the Channel
Automation Package. This package is to
upgrade and automate Lower Murray
Water’s open channel irrigation system.
Works include:
Upgrade / Replacement of 23 Regulators
Upgrade of 3 pump stations
12.2km of Channel Bank raising
Implementation of a control system
to automate the system
Replace 2 road crossings
Channel Lining

One of the main reasons the team are
performing well is the creation of ComFlow,

The design process was completed last
month with construction expected to

Comdain’s new in-house developed project

follow in June and July. The automation

specific document management system.

works will then be completed by April 2016.

The ComFlow system aided the inspection
and design process of over 4,000 meter
installations in less than 6 months.
A key challenge for the team was achieving
the first milestone which required rapid
mobilisation and the development of
Dethridge wheel to be replaced
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Engineering
(VIC)

Project:
Cranbourne Racecourse
Recycled Water tank

Start date:
May 2014

Completion date:
April 2015

Client:
South East Water

SEW Manager, Rohan Ogier, enjoying the Hunters
& Collectors performing at the Cranbourne Cup,
with the almost completed tank in the background.

About the project:
A project under the LD&C joint venture,
the Cranbourne Racecourse Recycled
Water Tank project involved the Design
and Construction of a 10 megalitre (ML)
welded steel recycled water tank, DN450
MSCL inlet pipeworks and 750 metres of
a DN750 MSCL outlet main including a 90
metre long 1050mm diameter bed bore
below the South Gippsland Highway.
Our role was to provide overall project
management including design and tank
construction management, self-perform
bulk earthworks, pipelines, site works,
reinstatement, all electrical and control
works including integration with existing
South East Water SCADA system.
The tank was built within the grounds
of the Cranbourne Racecourse and will
provide recycled water to new housing
developments in the area. Due to the
location of the tank, extensive planning
and stakeholder management was required
to avoid disrupting the spring / summer
racing program and the ongoing daily
horse and greyhound training activities.

winds delayed some stages of the tank
construction and heavy rain often flooded
the tank floor. Access to the site was also
restricted and required careful planning
for taking deliveries of materials and plant
and also the coordination of subcontractor
works. The space restrictions also meant the
tank had to be constructed from the inside
with the entrance opening being sealed as
the last piece.
However, with meticulous planning,
execution and hard work, Andrew Gaston
and his project team delivered the tank on
schedule and under budget much to the
satisfaction of the client.
Well done team!
Comdain Project Manager, Andrew Gaston,
at the top of the completed tank.

Other challenges included the unpredictable
Melbourne weather which tested the
program for building the tank. High

NSW
Project Update:
Galston Glenorie Reticulation
and Transfer Mains

Start date:
November 2014

Completion date:
June 2015

Client:
Sydney Water (NFRP Panel)
(Left to right) Anthony Duggan, Gary Heath,
Stephan Bathfield, Andy Lee, Wasique Mohyuddin

About the project:
The Galston and Glenorie Reticulation and
Transfer Mains project is the latest project
under the NSW Government’s Priority
Sewerage Program.
Comdain’s role as primary contractor was to
deliver the construction of approximately
11km of small diameter polyethylene
(PE) pressure sewer reticulation to service
the Galston and Glenorie townships, and
approximately 15km of pressure rising
transfer mains, connecting proposed pump
stations at each of the townships to the
adjacent gravity mains network.
Following contract award, Comdain’s project
delivery team mobilised immediately and
conducted a detailed constructability
review in consultation with specialist
subcontractors to check potential
constraints which could hinder the progress
of what is an extremely tight schedule.
During the site investigations, it was
revealed that it would be more beneficial
to lay the mains in most sections by using
HDD techniques instead of open cut method,
as originally designed, minimising key
project risks including underground services,
works within close proximity of traffic

and environmental and community impacts.
The Galston and Glenorie townships are
located approx. 1hr NW of Sydney and given
the project was on a very tight program, a
satellite depot was established to base the
project delivery team and store materials to
reduce down time associated with travel.
One of the main highlights has been
the extensive community consultation
undertaken to allow works to progress
on schedule involving over 600 private
properties resulting in the project on target
to be completed on time in June 2015.
Great effort by the team!
HDD Drill rig
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Getting to know our people
Above and beyond…

Talking with…
Gaurav Majumdar

Vernon Zan

Title: IT Support Officer
Area of the business: Corporate
Location: Epping
Time with Comdain: 1 year
If you could live anywhere, where would that be and why?
I’d like to live in Hawaii because of the beautiful beaches and warm
weather throughout the year. Living in Hawaii would be like living in
paradise every day. It is only 4 hours away from mainland USA thus
making it much easier to experience the NBA and NFL.
What would your dream job be and why?
My dream job would be to become a Pilot for an international airline.
I love to travel. Going to work would be like going on a vacation almost
every week. You get to experience the different cultures, food, weather
and many more aspects of life on a daily / weekly basis.
What is important to you in your life right now?
My focus and goal currently is to be extremely successful in my career.
To learn something new every day and to be able to help others and be
recognised in my field.
Do you have any hidden talents, if not what would you like
to be able to do?
Unfortunately not. However, I would love to be a bit of a freak on the piano.
How many pairs of shoes do you own and which are your favourite?
I currently own 9 pairs of shoes of which I would say, my 2 pairs of
Giuseppe Zanotti’s would probably be my very favourites.
What’s your favourite Disney movie and why?
The Lion King –The characters were funny and it’s a great story.
I loved it as a kid and the current stage production is brilliant.

Title: Store Operations Manager
Area of the business: Irrigation
Location: Echuca
Time with Comdain: 4 years
One of the key contributors to Comdain’s success is the fact that our
staff are prepared to go above and beyond what is expected of them in
their roles and Vernon is no exception!
Vernon is the Stores Operations Manager for the Irrigation team based
in Echuca and has been an integral part of the team contributing to
a number of successful projects over recent years. For those that are
based in Echuca or even spent time at the Echuca office, you will know
that Vern not only manages the stores efficiently, but he is also the
master of production line assembly. Whether it is subassemblies
of water meter components or retaining wall panels, Vernon will
be in amongst it.
Currently Vernon is working in Mildura supporting the team delivering
the Sunraysia Modernisation Project packages (detailed on page 4).
His week starts on Sunday afternoon where he drives the 4 and a bit
hours to set up his ‘home from home’ at the Gol Gol Caravan Park,
15 minutes NE of Mildura. After
setting up camp on the riverbank
of the Murray River, Vernon takes
off for a 20km bike ride around the
picturesque Gol Gol vineyards and
then cooks dinner on the back of his
ute, a ritual he does daily, Sunday to
Thursday, before he makes the trip
back to Echuca to spend the weekend
with is family on Friday evening.
Great effort Vernon. Well done!

QLD in the news
Our Queensland colleagues had a brush with fame and celebrity
last month with the arrival of a channel 7 news crew on one of
our QUU watermain sites. Construction of a 660mm MSCL pipeline,
as part of the GRP replacement program in the Ipswich suburb of
Springfield, was the ideal setting for some QUU public relations
work. The team, led on site by Supervisors, Darcy Bloomfield
and Mick Rodgers, were rightly proud of the work they had been
doing on this landmark project, but were a little unfamiliar with
the operations of a TV crew for the nightly news. Never one to
turn down an opportunity, our intrepid QLD Operations Manager
rustled up every additional Comdain branded sign he could find
and placed them all over the site, plant and equipment to maximise
the likelihood of an Intelligent Doers Dependable Delivery slogan,
finding its way onto the telly. He even went as far as to cheekily
suggest QUUs media relations officer wear the Comdain safety

Comdain’s on the move
In January, Comdain’s NSW Operations relocated from its office
in Crows Nest to a larger facility in North Ryde. After being based
in Crows Nest for just over 12 months, the expanding NSW team
required additional office space on the back of being awarded a
number of major projects. The North Ryde facility provides over
200m2 of open office space which will allow the team to expand
further as the NSW business continues to grow.

hat during her TV interview! Unfortunately there was not enough
make-up resources available for any of our team to face an
interview on the daily news, but the video was a resounding
success and they managed to squeeze us
in somewhere between
Tony Abbot and Wayne
Rooney at the coveted
6pm slot.
Well done to the team for
representing Comdain
and QUU on this
marquee project.
Gavin Amopiu

What we’ve been up to...
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Christmas at Comdain

Comdain Babies

Comdain celebrated
Christmas big again last
year. With Comdain Homes,
Engineering, Corporate,
Asset Management and
Multinet all under the same
roof at the luxurious Sofitel
Melbourne. 500 guests
including staff, contractors
and partners attended the
night and danced the night
away. It was a great night of
good food, wine, an amazing
atmosphere seeing everyone
interacting together.

Jaki and Mark Siantis
welcomed little
Ruby Rose Siantis
on 23 December
2014 just in time for
Christmas.

Ethan Kai arrived on
New Year’s Eve as he
couldn’t miss out on
the fun. Both Gavin
and Taryn are beyond
besotted by him already.

Comdain Irrigation had an amazing night at the Mildura Brewery on Friday 19th
December. Magnificent food and you can’t forget the beautiful wine and beers made
for a fantastic night. Make sure that if you are ever in Mildura you make an effort to
visit this amazing venue.
TransCom had its Christmas party over lunch at the Mitchelton Winery at Nagambie
in late December. The team enjoyed delicious food and a few glasses of wine at the
winery followed by a house boat cruise along the Goulburn River.
The QLD celebration was held at the Mercure Hotel in Brisbane with 120 guests
attending the night. A great night of festivities surrounded by staff, contractors and
partners. Some awards were presented for the best audit results throughout the year
within the Water and Gas sectors. Congratulations to Heston Loumoli, Spencer Brown,
Jefferey Healy, Canning Ormond and Wayne Radnedge.
NSW plans were quickly changed upon the weather turning terrible. No longer did
they celebrate it on the Merringannee sailing the harbour but at a lovely restaurant
at the Royal Rangoon Racket Club.

Photo Competition

Good news story from the Caruso triplets after
many months of struggles Romeo, Xavier &
Aiden are doing extremely well. Growing fast
and keeping mum and dad super busy!

Comdain gives big
Last year’s twist on the traditional Kris Kringle had an
overwhelming response with over 120 gifts donated by
Comdain staff nationally to the Kmart Wishing Tree Appeal.
The Melbourne based gifts were taken to
the South Morang store where the
Store Manager personally thanked
Comdain for their amazing
support. A huge thank you to all
who took part and a special thanks
to those that helped coordinate
the effort!

Once again we have had a great response to the photo
competition. This winning photo is of the Systems Group
working on the Tungamah Pump Station Upgrade project
for TransCom Connect. Congratulations to Gerry Lane
who wins a $100 Gold Class cinema voucher!
Remember, don’t be shy! Send your photos
to Phil Wilson (pwilson@comdain.com.au).

Remember to let us know of your adventures…
This newsletter is printed on 100% post consumer recycled paper.

Phil Wilson pwilson@comdain.com.au or 03 8405 0039

